Annual Report
July 2013 – June 2014
We are pleased to submit our annual report to the Marlborough District Council.
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Despite continued reductions from funding sources, we have maximised the use of the MDC
contract finances by obtaining other contracted income & sponsorship towards the events
thus Festival & Events Trust raises approx. 40% of the costs of the contracted MDC
events & activities (not all M4Fun income shown on this report). Festivals & Events Trust
leverage their funding from MDC to be involved in and produce many more activities and
events than the MDC contract covers. Without the MDC funding this would not be possible
and so many more events for the community would be lost.
The Arts Page in the Event Guide is supported by the local Arts Sector and funding for this
is sought through the Arts Culture Strategy Funding as it is a regional arts promotion project
and not funded under the current contract with council. The Arts Page is an integral part of
the overall viability of the Event Guide under our current contract with MDC.
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1.

Marlborough 4 Fun rebrand and new website

Although this is out of the reporting time I feel it is important to include for
councillors. This project was fully funded by Pub Charity so no rate payer
costs. Marlborough 4 Fun has grown considerably from 17 years ago when the
trust’s initial responsibility was for developing the Summer Concert series and
a local Event Guide. Marlborough 4 Fun now works in conjunction with the
Marlborough District Council co-ordinating the vast range of community
events. It also manages third party events such as the Havelock Mussel
Festival which contribute funds back into the community events. It has
developed and grown to work within both the Marlborough Event Strategy and
the Smart & Connected Vision.
We continue to have our main focus on the community events. However, we
also see an opportunity to grow in line with the region’s growth and this in turn
will also assist to support the community events and enable us to redevelop
them giving even more great entertainment and experiences back to the community. This required us to work on our
branding in an ever competitive market place, whilst the website required upgrading. It was still utilising software
from over 12 years ago and it could no longer support the requirements.
With the website we also recognised an opportunity to ensure we are able to communicate over more platforms and
we are now linked with facebook and blogging. The site is far more responsive and giving much better and valuable
content for the audience, the search facility is much improved and better user interface – all in all a much easier and
better experience for both end user and those wanting to list events. We will continue to list all the events and include
the monthly event guide online. However, there is now the facility to upload event organisers own content thus
keeping it far more current and, with use of photos, again a better experience for the end user. The site is also mobile
responsive - we also looked at stats and especially visitors to the region and realised the necessity of providing this.
All in all we are very excited about the new look of Marlborough 4 Fun and the opportunities in the coming year.

2.

Support to other Groups

In addition to the above updates which will benefit both end users and event organisers, we also assist in encouraging
organizations to work together to share resources and maximise community involvement.
Community Events: promotional assistance with free of charge listings in the monthly event guide as well as online
promotion on our website. Communication & assistance in varying degrees for several community events. These are
also promoted daily free of charge via our relationship and sponsorship with More FM.
A & P Shows - We continued our contract to assist with organisation, promotion and sponsorship aspects of
Marlborough A & P Show for 2013. With our involvement the event has increased income and gate numbers as well
as receiving some fantastic feedback with regards the improvement of the entertainment – particularly for children
and the increased variety of stalls. We also assisted with increasing sponsorship, including in kind and stepping up the
marketing campaign. The revenue from these contracts goes back into the community events we produce for the
council. With funding sources reducing or disappearing entirely this assisted all parties. We also made significant cost
savings as well as extra revenue for 2012 and 2013 event. However our contract has not been continued.
Mussel Festival – 15th March 2014– Marlborough 4 Fun
has continued to deliver a great event for Havelock. Despite
the reduction in numbers due to severe weather warnings,
costs savings and maintaining good levels of sponsorship
has ensured the event will be in a stable position to continue
next year. Since inception the event has donated over
$200,000 to local community projects including schools, St Johns Ambulance, Havelock Fire Service, the museum
and many more. It is an iconic event for the region, it attracts both national and international visitors as well as
entertaining the local community. This year’s event attracted just over 3000 (usual attendance over 5000) Just over a
third of attendees were from outside the Marlborough region, including a small proportion of international visitors
(last year over 50% were from outside the region – again the weather warning had an effect). This shows that the
event also has a large economic impact on the region. The festival has ensured that Havelock is well and truly on the
map and has had a significant impact on businesses and tourism in the region as well as assisting the mussel industry
to educate the community about their industry.
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3.

Additional Events organised by Marlborough 4 Fun not under MDC contract

Marlborough’s Top Talent –July 2013 - running for a 2nd year this popular event attracted over 35 entrants
(approx. 350 people as many were groups, duets as well as soloists) that encompassed all different types of talent
from within the Marlborough region for both adults and children. This gave them a fantastic opportunity to
perform in a professional type environment and gave them confidence to enter other productions & shows.
The show benefitted the community enabling them to see all different types of performers and also aided us to
showcase some of the fantastic talent that is here in Marlborough. It also gave families the opportunity to see
their family members perform. There were preliminary rounds of judging and then the gala evening which had
the top 13 entrants competing (approx. 80 performers). We also had top national comedian and circus performer
MulletMan to entertain. We also gave a young 4 – 6 year old dance group and the Tongan Youth group the
chance to perform to the audience. We were fortunate to secure sponsorship from Floorpride Civic Theatre, Ken
Hams and Interislander and some funding from Pelorus Trust and Canterbury Community Trust – without which
we would not have been able to put on this event which involved over 800 members of the community.

2014 winners Kelly Webster & Shiloh Walsh

2012 winner Mitch Alderleiste
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4.
Southern Jam Youth Jazz Festival – 7th – 10th August
2013 - *Please note this is not the event taking place in August 2014 as it falls
outside the reporting timing but the one taking place 2013
This event brings over 500 people into the region which is assists the local economy
– particularly motels, restaurants and cafes during the shoulder season.

Target Area
Youth – achieved 250 students involved plus audiences at primary schools
South Island Schools – 15 schools (240 attendees) 25 Bands
Local Venues – 18 used. 7 primary schools and 11 commercial venues
Arts - achieved – promoted widely and gave opportunities for participation, watching and experiencing.
Objectives
To provide youth with the opportunity to learn from professional musicians and perform for the public Students had the opportunity to attend a Masterclasses taken by The Royal New Zealand Air Force. Each school
performed in at least 3 public performances and teachers had the opportunity to attend a Band Leaders class.
Many students were also involved in the All Stars Band – picked by the judges to perform together with the Air
Force Band at the Gala Concert. A very unique and rewarding experience.
To provide free family friendly performances – The community had the opportunity to see at least 3 schools
at each of the 18 local venues which included local primary schools.
Encouraging members of the community to be involved in the Arts and experience high quality Jazz - Not
only were the community able to see the public performances but they were invited to watch the competition
element of the festival and to attend the Gala Concert which included the winning schools, the All Stars Band
(selected by the judges from the competing schools) and performances by Royal New Zealand Air Force
Ensemble Band.
To provide accessible public performances around the region – 10 venues (1 venue Woodbourne Defense
Base is a closed venue) including: Woodbourne Tavern, Cornerstone Bar, Fairweathers, Picton RSA, The Crow
Tavern, Picton, Café Cortado Picton, Marlb.Combined Clubs, Chequers Cafe & Wine Bar, Annies and Secret
Garden. These performances also helped many venues increase numbers of patrons over the quieter winter
period (one venue mentioned they doubled their usual takings for that day).
Increase interest in music in young people (performances at schools) – 7 primary schools
To provide the community with the opportunity to see a well renowned band that they would normally have
to travel out of the region to see – Royal New Zealand Air Force Ensemble Band performed at the Gala Concert
Key Stake Holders
Marlborough District Council
Sponsors – Venues listed above, Cannon Ball Music, The Interislander, AMI, More FM & Marlborough
Express
Funding Trusts – Pub Charity & Redwood Trust
Funding Priority Allocation - High
Key Measures
Number of attendees/Schools – 250 students from 15 South Island Schools
Number of public performances –70 at 18 venues – estimated over 4,000 attended the various performances
Feedback questionnaires – very positive feedback received (including questionnaires from teachers)eg “good
mix and venues the best yet” “public support excellent and well publicised” “festival a great experience”.
Positive media coverage
Numbers attending the Gala Concert – 450
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Costs & Income Actual
MDC Contribution: $19,000
Income from grant funding: $8,000
Income from Sponsors/ticket sales: $15,700
Total Income $42,700
Event Costs: $15,000 *due to timing of event income/event costs cross over
Staffing/overheads: $27,000
Total Costs $42,000
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5.

Children’s Theatre – Adrian Kirk – 7th October 2013 (2 performances)

Target Area
Children – 3- 10yrs
Local Venue – Marlborough Civic Theatre
Arts
Objectives
To provide children with the opportunity to be actively involved in theatre and the arts – the show involved the
children participating in theatre, creativity, education and fun.
To provide family friendly performance – It was a great event for the children, who related well to being included
and was a wonderful way for families to be actively involved in the theatre together.
Increase children’s interest in arts and theatre – as above
Key Stake Holders
Marlborough District Council
Funding Trusts – Creative Community Arts Fund
Supporting Sponsors - More FM & Marlborough Express, Floorpride Civic Theatre, Interislander
Funding Priority Allocation
Medium
Key Measures
Number of attendees – 400
Number of performances – 2
Feedback – Very positive from all those that attended the event. Adrian was entertaining and fun.
Costs & Income Actual
MDC Contribution: $2700
Income from grant funding Community Trust: $500
Income from Tickets: $1750
Total Income $4,950
Event Costs: $3000
Staffing/overheads: $2,000
Total Costs $5,000
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6.

Senior Citizen Concert – 2 concerts –11th & 12th November 2013

Target Area
Senior Citizens - yes
Attendees from rest homes and senior members of the community - yes
Objectives
To provide accessible concerts for Senior Citizens – The concert took place at the Wesley Centre which has good
access for wheel chairs and is a venue that the senior citizens feel comfortable in.
Encouraging members of the senior citizens community to be involved in activities – as well as providing an
Entertainer that all the Senior Citizen’s enjoyed – Philip Steins, we also provide afternoon tea and coffee thus giving
them the opportunity to spend some social time with friends after the concert.
Key Stake Holders
Sponsors – The Breeze
Rest Homes – approx. 10 rest homes brought clients to the event
Key Measures
Number of attendees - Approx 250
Costs & Income Actual
MDC Contribution: $2800
Income from grant funding: $0
Total Income $2800
Event Costs: $800
Staffing/overheads: $2000
Total Costs $2800
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7.

Blenheim Christmas Parade 7th December 2013

Maintained earlier date to give retailers a better opportunity with
regards Christmas sales and stick with Saturday. Continued to join
Christmas Parade & Christmas Festival on the same day following on
from each other, however have accounted separately for each event.
We also worked in well with the Lions Mistletoe market and started
the event later.
Target Area
Families - yes
Council Venue – utilised Liz Davidson Park (although still had to
bring own structure in as staging etc not suitable for events) and
CBD area
Large audience – achieved – approximately 5,000 attendees
Variety of Christmas themed Floats – yes - 35
Local Artistes - yes
Objectives
To provide a free family friendly event – achieved
To provide a community orientated activity that celebrates Christmas - families had a chance to be involved
with the parade by entering a float, and children having the opportunity to meet Santa and watching the
festivities along the streets.
To provide a Parade that enhances community wellbeing and pride in the community – general involvement
and Christmas spirit enables the community to come together to celebrate a very special time of year especially
for children.
To support local artists and promote local talent where possible – Local performer Emma Logan entertained
the crowd prior to the parade along with Santa and various kids activities
To support local social service groups and volunteer groups and provide opportunities for fundraising –
Volunteers included the Amateur Radio Club, Lions Club, Girl Guides
Key Stake Holders
Marlborough District Council - Yes
Sponsors - Marlborough Lines, More FM, Marlborough Express & many other smaller sponsorships from
local businesses
Community groups –35 groups entered the parade, 4 groups assisted as volunteers
Funding Trusts – Community Trust, Love New Zealand (recycling)
Funding Priority Allocation
High
Key Measures
Number of attendees – over 5,000
Variety & number of Floats – 35 floats –variety of characters & floats
General positive feedback from community – as usual we received a huge amount of good feedback from the
community regarding the variety and enjoyment the parade provided.
Amount raised for Charities - $600 to volunteer groups
Costs & Income
Actual
MDC Contribution: $21,500
Income from grant funding: $0
Income from Sponsors etc: 2,500 (plus other donations for prizes etc.)
Total Income $24,000
Event Costs: $ 3,000
Staffing/overheads: $21,000
Total Costs $24,000
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8.

Cracker Christmas Festival 7th December 2013

Target Area
Families - yes
Large audience – achieved - approx 2,000 attendees
Quality Entertainment including local artistes – achieved
Encouraging members of rural community to be involved in
community events - achieved
Objectives
To provide free family friendly event with specific entertainment for
children – Yes. We had a huge attendance of children & families,
To provide a community orientated event that celebrates local culture and identity – provided the opportunity
for community to celebrate a special time of year together. Entertainment crossed the generations with different
Christmas style music from Avidiva and Emma Logan. The snow machines contributed to the festive atmosphere
and are always a hi-light for the kids. We had lots of street entertainment including 5 local performers.
To assist in bringing CBD alive - The town was busy. Entertainers were scattered around all parts of town to
involve as many CBD retailers as possible and spread the crowd. The event certainly brought a festive
atmosphere to town. It was disappointing to see not all retailers open and we got many comments about this.
To provide a concert that enhances community wellbeing and pride in the community - Yes – we had an
estimated attendance of approx. 1,000 - of particular significance was the number of children.
To provide an accessible event – We worked alongside Heb Smithbridge to close off the streets to provide a
safe environment for those attending
To support local artists and promote local talent where possible –, Emma Logan plus 4 other local street
performers and children’s entertainers
To assist retailers to keep shoppers in town and increase business & provide a chance to make Christmas
shopping easier and more accessible to the community – yes provided the opportunity but hard to get retailers to
stay open despite them wanting for more events to be in the CBD to enliven the town and encourage shoppers.
To support local social service & volunteer groups & provide opportunities for fundraising – Girl Guides
Key Stake Holders
Marlborough District Council
Sponsors – More FM & Marlborough Express, Chamber of Commerce and some retailers via in kind
donations
Community groups – as above
Funding Trusts –Redwood Trust, Pelorus Trust, Pub Charity & Canterbury Community Trust, Love New
Zealand (recycling)
Funding Priority Allocation - High
Key Measures
Number of attendees approx. 1,000
Location of event – optimum use of CBD Facilities – closed off the town centre to traffic – utilised Liz
Davidson Park and surrounding streets
Quality entertainment – full & varied programme (with local performers) as described above
General positive feedback from community –yes
Costs & Income Actual
MDC Contribution: $21,000
Income from grant funding: $7,675
Income from Sponsors etc: $3,000
Total Income $31,675
Event Costs: $10,500
Staffing/overheads: $21,000
Total Costs $31,500
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Changes
We have decided going forward for the next event this year to hold it all later in the evening (starting at 5pm
with pre-parade concert) so that we are able to re-introduce the fire type of entertainment that we have been
asked to provide from feedback received.
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9.

Summer Concert Series 2014
3 events – 9th Feb – Pollard Park, 15th Feb – Picton & 22nd

Feb Renwick

Target Area
Families - yes
Large audience – achieved approx. 5,000 over the series
Quality Entertainment including local artistes - achieved
Encouraging members of rural community to be involved in community events - yes
Objectives
To provide free family friendly events – achieved
To provide a community orientated event that celebrates local culture and identity – yes
To provide concerts that enhance community wellbeing and pride in the community – yes - events well
attended. We have received good feedback from the community that these events offer a great opportunity to
catch up with friends and family in a fun and safe environment. The layout and activities for children’s were
particularly well received in Picton – we incorporated a lot of new inflatables including Orbs. It was also great
to incorporate the Renwick S8 Jam in the 3rd concert. This attracted a new age group to the event as well as
promoting fun fitness to kids.
To provide an accessible event – We utilised 3 venues – Pollard Park, Renwick Skate Park and Domain and
Picton Foreshore
To provide great entertainment and support local artists where possible – The Marlborough District Brass
Band and Paul Madsen with his Jersey Boys show, who were very popular performed at Pollard Park, Matt
Enright and magician Brendan Dooly performed at Picton and One Step performed at Renwick.
To support local social service groups and volunteer groups and provide opportunities for their fundraising –,
The Blenheim Round Table ran a fundraising BBQ and membership drive at Pollard Park,
Shontae Marching assisted at Picton and Renwick Skate Club assisted at Renwick.
Key Stake Holders
Marlborough District Council - Yes
Sponsors – Avanti Plus, More FM & Marlborough Express
Community groups – as above
Funding Trusts – Pub Charity, Pelorus Trust, Redwood Trust Canterbury Community Trust, Love New
Zealand (recycling)
Funding Priority Allocation - High
Key Measures
Number of attendees: Renwick approx 300, Pollard Park approx. 4,000, Picton Approx. 1000
Location of event – optimum use of CBD Facilities – utilised Pollard Park, Picton Foreshore and Renwick
Skate Park and Domain.
Quality entertainment – full and varied programme as shown above with lots of Children’s activities
General positive feedback from community – good – many verbal comments were given by those attending
along with positive media coverage
Amount of support shown by other funding sources – As above/below
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Costs & Income Actual
MDC Contribution: $33,500
Income from grant funding: $7,000
Income from Sponsors etc: $1250 (some in kind)
Total Income $41,750
Event Costs: $15,000
Staffing/overheads: $28,000
Total Costs $43,000

Request for changes to be considered
We continue to look at all the events to ensure they are kept as fresh and relevant as possible. We have
listened to feedback from public and have looked at ways to revamp the Pollard Park event to continue to
attract good numbers to the event which have slightly reduced over the last two years. We have made
requests which have been accepted to have the options of allowing public BYO alcohol and being able to
have a winery as a sponsor – also offering an option of wine sales for those that want it. This leads on to a
slight change in the music on offer. We would like to develop the event into being something quite
different to the other concerts – something along the lines of opera in the park in Nelson which is hugely
popular but with a group that is also able to offer covers of other mainstream music like Beyonce, Cold
Play, Queen as well as songs from popular musicals.
“Since 2009, New Zealand's premier Pop-Opera trio TRE-BELLE has wowed audiences with their unique take on
operatic classics, musical theatre and the latest chart hits. They have performed to a live audience of
200,000, a televised audience of 3 million people, have made numerous appearances on Australian and New
Zealand TV and radio, released two original singles, a music video, an album, toured throughout the country and
performed at numerous corporate events, along with supporting a number of charities. In 2013, TRE-BELLE
debuted in Malaysia and Australia, and featured in the 2013 World of Wearable Art. TRE-BELLE‘s wide appeal
transcends generations with their unique arrangements in gorgeous three-part harmony.”

We would also aim to continue to have Marlborough District Brass Band which are a popular feature of the
Pollard Park event.
The Third concert we currently have in the schedule at Renwick along the Sk8jam is no longer an option so
we are considering a change to Whites Bay. I know Rarangi residents would like to have a concert nearer to
them and we feel this will also attract other Marlburians to this beautiful spot. Other considerations have
been the Taylor river but we have found from previous experience that a concert on its own doesn’t work so
well as its too spread out whereas other events such as the raft race and the youth watersports events do.
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10.

Monthly Event Guide

Target Area
Family - 18,500 - a full page in the Saturday Express so all Marlborough residents receive. Also distributed
to local Motels, Information Centre’s, More FM, Marlborough 4 Fun Office, Ferry Terminals and available for
download from our website
Community Groups – yes (free listings)
Encouraging members of rural community to be involved in community activities – yes by community groups
being able to promote their activities
Objectives
To provide free listings for community activities and events – one off events are published
free of charge each month.
To provide a free comprehensive, up to date and well utilised publication – Yes.
To promote the activities to as many members of the community & visitors to the region as possible –
Distribution via Saturday Express distribution as well as other locations mentioned above.
To support local social service groups and volunteer groups and provide opportunities for promotion – yes
To produce a cost effective well publicised Arts Diary – Having continued to secure support from Arts and
Culture Strategy Funding, we have continued to produce a monthly Arts Diary as part of the Event Guide, which
promotes current exhibitions and one-off arts related events in the region.
Key Stake Holders
Marlborough District Council
Marlborough Express (circulation)
More FM (promotion)
Community groups
Arts Sector (Arts Diary)
Funding Priority Allocation
High
Key Measures
Production numbers – 18,500 circulation plus approx. 200 further copies available from above locations per
month
General positive feedback from community – Yes.
Income Actual
MDC Contribution: $38,500 (including School Holiday Programme)
Income from grant funding: $5,700
Total $44,200
Costs
Publication Costs: $15,000 (including School Holiday Programme)
Staffing/overheads: $30,000
Total $45,000
* income/costs not showing radio advertising sponsorship with More FM approx. $35,000 and
Marlborough Express sponsorship $20,000.
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11.

Electronic Calendar of Events & Regular Activities Directory on Website

Objectives
To promote the activities to as many members of the community and visitors to the region as possible –
Regularly updated.
To support local social service groups and volunteer groups and provide opportunities for promotion.

The website gives potential visitors to the region access to clubs and groups they may wish to be part of, and
enables us to promote the events well into the future. It also enables us to include events that may have
missed the Event Guide deadline.
We submitted a proposal to develop our website for the requirement of the Grow Marlborough (follow-me)
website. Although more cost effective as we had the main structure, information from the Event Guide
listings and staffing in place, an alternative option was chosen. However, through funding from Pub Charity
we have rebranded and developed the website. We recognised the need to ensure we are able to
communicate over more platforms and we are now linked with facebook and blogging. The site is far more
responsive and giving much better and valuable content for the audience, the search facility is much
improved and better user interface – all in all a much easier and better experience for both end user and
those wanting to list events. We will continue to list all the events as we did previously which we already
have most of the information from the monthly event guide and research of other event sites such as
Eventfinder. However, there is now the facility to upload groups own events and content thus keeping it far
more current and with use of photos - again a better experience for the end user. The site is also mobile
responsive - we also looked at stats and especially visitors to the region and realised the necessity of
providing this. The new site has also reduced staff time as it is much more streamlined and easier to use.
Income & Costs of redevelopment and rebrand:
Pub Charity one off amount $4,100
Rebrand and new website costs $4,500

Annual income and costs
MDC Contribution $1000
Total income $1000
Web site annual costs: $500
Staffing/overheads: $6,000
Total costs $6,500
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12.

School Holiday Programme – SHP (4 publications in this period)

Target Area
Families - yes
Publication for each school holiday – same distribution as Event Guide
Local Community groups that provide programmes and activities during the school holidays - yes
Encouraging members of rural community to be involved in community events - yes
Objectives
To provide free listings for children’s activities and events taking place during the school holidays - achieved
To provide a free comprehensive, up to date and well utilized publication for parents - achieved
To promote the activities to as many members of the community and visitors to the region as possible – yes
(same distribution as Event Guide)
To support local social service groups and volunteer groups and provide opportunities for promotion approx 80 activities promoted in each programme.
Key Stake Holders
Marlborough District Council - Yes
Community groups
Funding Trusts – none
Funding Priority Allocation - medium
medium
Key Measures
Number of publications 19,000 per issue
Number of groups promoted – approx 15 groups per publication
General positive feedback from community - Yes
Costs and income shown under Event Guide
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